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WELCOME TO THE SECOND EDITION
OF OUR ‘SHOW ME’ QUARTERLY.
This issue focuses on the fundamental belief that design is
not a passive part of the creative process, rather it can play
an active role in influencing and shifting people’s behaviour.
Put simply, we believe behaviour can be designed.

TRENDS

In the following pages we want to share the methodology
behind this way of thinking, together with some applications
we’ve seen in retail and in the no and low (NOLO) alcoholic
drinks category. We’ve also included some of our latest
work that we’re particularly proud of.

THE RISE OF NOLO

As ever, we hope you enjoy the read and do get in touch
if you want to discuss the following content or your individual
brand challenges.
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DESIGNING
The digital world knows no bounds: over one billion people are active
Facebook users, more than 100 million post on Instagram every month,
and even your grandma has an iPhone. But despite this, 66% of all transactions
only happen after a consumer has visited a physical store. No matter how
advanced our culture, we are still creatures of habit and we are still influenced
by our environment when it comes to behaviour.
It’s this that lies at the heart of the Missouri META model, a unique methodical
process that underpins everything we do. Whether on-line, in-store, on-shelf
or on-pack, we turn creative intuition into creative intelligence by designing
solutions that Motivate, Enable, Trigger and Amplify.
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BEHAVIOUR
As Drew Seskunas points out:

“The human body and mind is a ‘subjective’ form of architecture and the
built environment is an ‘objective’ one.” Design can connect these two spaces.
In order to optimise and make efficient valuable design choices, positive purchase
consequences need to be felt in a vivid and visceral way. The designer thus becomes
an influencer of behaviour, addressing psychological human needs through the very
design itself.
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From the design cues in the space around us
to the informational cues contained in a brand
narrative, we are guided by what evolutionary
psychologists call “context sensitivity”. We look
to our environment for cues on how to behave.

Some estimates suggest we are exposed to
3,500 consumer-focused messages a day.
Add in other factors such as price considerations, time restraints and the physical effort
required to enter a store environment, and it’s
clear that brands have their work cut out to
engage consumers.

Whether it’s in the form of offers and promotions
or peer reviews and product benefits, the trigger
creates a state of tension designed to encourage
an immediate response.

The use of social media, word of mouth,
and the kind of curated, iconic moments
that encourage comments, likes and shares,
all render good design more important than ever.

Within a design context, the META model
identifies three types of triggers that flex
depending on the need. For instance, the
motivational trigger might encourage the
consumer to derive value, the enabling trigger
might ease the consumer’s path to the point of
purchase and the attention trigger might provide
cut through in an over-stimulated marketplace.

Not only does amplification forge stronger bonds
and habit-forming behaviour with a consumer,
it also allows for the brand relationship to be
extended to a wider audience. These days,
consumers buy to belong.

So it follows that good design is the catalyst
that sets one brand apart from another.
When a consumer feels emotionally connected
to a brand – when he or she feels value is being
added to their life – they are far more motivated
to act.

Enablement is the element of design that
provides the tools to facilitate and simplify
the decision to act, pushing the consumer over
the threshold from motivation into activation.
From ease of transaction through to the use
of communication hierarchy, the designer can
reduce friction and enable the consumer to
engage more freely into the brand.
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THAT CHANGE
BEHAVIOUR

Here are a few examples that caught our eye recently,
where brands have taken measures that actively influence
a shift in the behaviour of their consumers.
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Example: A company that
encourages a consumer to derive
economic or social value when
engaging with the brand.

Example: Design factors that
ease a consumer’s enjoyment
of the product or path to the
point of purchase.

Example: A campaign that cuts
through the competition, and
provides an innovative alternative
in a busy and over-stimulated
marketplace.

Example: A brand that uses
social media to reward its
customers via a unique retail
experience.

Snapchat’s Snapbot
plays hard to get.

Orangina creates
the upside down can.

Marc Jacobs opens
a Tweet Shop.

The social media giant recently
launched its coveted wearable
tech product; The Snapchat
Spectacles; via a well crafted
and elusive vending machine,
The Snapbot.

Shoppers are hardwired to
never shake cans of fizzy drinks.
Orangina for decades has
promoted shaking its products
to mix up the pulp before opening.

Ted Baker adopts
voice search for
targeted retail
rewards.

Placed in new locations each
day, the Snapbot provides the
only means for consumers to get
hold of the sought after product,
thereby increasing it’s perceived
value and exclusivity amongst it’s
trend-hunting audience.

In a bid to shift this behaviour
they invented the Upside Down
Can - a simple design trick that
places the opener at the bottom
of the can, forcing buyers to flip
before they open. It’s a brilliant
piece of product design that
serves to change the behaviour
of fizzy drinkers for the benefit
of the brand.

With a high street full of alluring
sales signs Ted Baker needed a
way to make people stand up and
pay attention. It devised a voice
search competition that asked
people to pull out their phones
and voice search the strange
phrases printed on the store’s
windows out loud.
Once they had made the search,
the passers by click on a display
ad to access discounts and prizes
in-store. The searches were
geographically restricted and time
limited so that only those passing
by the physical store could be
entitled to take part. A brilliant
device to get people engaging
in an entirely new way with the
brand, whilst still incorporating
the physical in-store experience.

In this store, social media posts
could be exchanged for branded
gifts, from perfumes to purses.
Consumers showed their Twitter,
Instagram and Facebook posts
as they exited the store to be
rewarded with special gifts.
The idea was to reward fans of
the brand, which has been mostly
built on social media buzz, for
spreading the word.
Inside the store, a live wall
broadcasted the latest tweets
and pictures shared across
multiple social media platforms
with the #MJDaisyChain hashtag.

MODEL

3 KEY CONSUMER TRENDS THAT ARE DRIVING CHANGE

THE RISE
OF NOLO
NO AND LOW
ALCOHOL
DRINKS
“This is a fast
mutating category
and those that
don’t sit up and pay
attention to shifts
in behaviour risk
losing out.”
Paul Brennan,
Founding Partner, Missouri Creative

The Office of National Statistics last year
revealed a fall in global alcohol consumption
for the first time this century. It has been
widely reported that the proportion of
young people choosing to drink alcohol
and smoke cigarettes is the lowest on
record. Meanwhile, the pre-occupation
with personal image continues to rise
at an alarming rate. Our fixation with our
image and our health is forcing retailers and
alcohol brands to stand up and take notice.
Some ‘no’ and ‘low-alcohol’ drinks brands
have emerged on top and are by nature well
placed to compete and cater to the new
consumer demand. In recent weeks we
have seen Tesco roll out the largest NOLO
(No and Low) alcohol section in its history
– a decision that will accelerate growth
and bring more visibility to the category
as a whole.

Wellness

Brand Me

The New Counterculture

75% of consumers agree with the statement
‘I am what I eat’ (Nielsen) and nearly 80% of
interviewees claim to be actively using foods
and drinks to prevent health issues. However,
whilst 1 in 5 young adults are turning away from
alcohol altogether, 4 in 5 are not.

Young people increasingly shape their personal
identity around the feedback and the popularity
of the content they share on their social media
channels. Yet their decisions aren’t based on
their social preference alone.

In the same way Baby Boomers broke away
from conservatism, millennials are on course to
break away from the recklessness of previous
generations by adopting a more disciplined
attitude towards health and wellbeing.

Drinks brands looking to capitalise on the
growing wellness trend must also ensure they
recognise that consumers are often conflicted;
they might choose to abstain from alcohol
on certain occasions but are not refusing
to drink altogether.

A study by recruiting software company
Jobvite found that 61% of recruiters are likely
to reconsider a hiring decision based on the
candidate’s social media profile.For alcohol
brands this will of course have repercussions.
Your choice of drink, how you drink and where,
is a personal and professional decision.

They are set to be the healthiest generation yet –
‘zero sugar’, ‘gluten-free’ and ‘low in calories’ are
some of today’s most popular ‘drugs’.

The proportion of people
who drink alcohol in a week
dropped to 58% by 2014,
compared to 64% in 2005.

“59% of young adults admit
to have deleted or edited
something that they have
posted in the past.”

(ONS)

(Pew Research)

In just nine months
Coca-Cola Zero Sugar
has grown significantly and
become the fastest growing
cola in the UK grocery.
As a result more than 50%
of Coca Cola sales in UK
grocery are sugar-free.
(Pew Research)

The challenge for drinks brands looking
to have a portion of the fast-growing
‘free-from’ (or ‘less-is-more’) pie will be
to design products and experiences
that don’t just ride the wave, but actually
influence a shift in mindset and a resulting
change in behaviour.
We’ve focused on three behavioural
pillars that are having the most notable
impact and are boosting growth in the
category, both for NOLO brands and for
the alcohol brands that are succeeding at
reinventing their offer; ‘Wellness’, ‘Brand
Me’, and ‘The New Counterculture’.
In our full NOLO report we investigate
how brands are adapting and in turn
influencing new behaviours through
design – from product and experience,
through to purchase.

For a full report, email stuart.wood@missouri-creative.com

NO ALCOHOL

LOW ALCOHOL

A / CURIOUS ELIXIRS

D / SASSY CIDRE

C / FEVER TREE

E / BREWDOG NANNY STATE

B / ST PETER’S WITHOUT

A / A brand of organic, hand-crafted, non-alcoholic drinks inspired by craft cocktails.

It was launched in September 2016 by a team of NYC bartenders, herbalists and food
scientists with a shared passion for making delicious tasting, healthy, alcohol-free
concoctions. Like its competitors, its products are organic and fair-trade with no
added sugar, gluten or dairy. Their smart partnership with Uber Eats in the US
enabled customers to succeed in their attempts at Dry January by delivering
their non-alcoholic drinks straight to their door.

F / WYLAM BREWERY & MAD HATTER

B / The UK’s first alcohol free craft ale launched in 2016.

St Peter’s Without is one of the key brands to have secured a deal with Tesco in
their new NOLO section in-store. The backing of the UK’s largest supermarket
is likely to propel the brand into a strong position amongst a mainstream
audience. St Peter’s predicts that alcohol-free sales will rise from 1% to 10%
within a decade.

C / The trailblazer in the mixer category. The first to provide high quality, premium mixers

within a low quality category. It has seen exceptional growth and has triggered a wave
of copy cat brands that will benefit from Fever Tree’s success.

D / This Normandy-based cider producer has recently launched its collection of French
‘cidres’ in the UK. Sassy boasts features such as ‘gluten free’, ‘100% natural’ and
‘lower in calories’. There are also options with lower ABV. Sassy is out to modernise
this traditionally ‘copycat’ cider category to target younger drinkers whilst tapping
into the growing premiumisation of the sector. It has reached the UK market just
at the right time as audiences are looking for an authentic, readily accessible, low
sugar, upmarket alternative to the repeated brand reinventions we’ve seen from the
big players.

E / At 0.5% ABV, only 26 calories per bottle, sugar-free and containing only four

ingredients, Brewdog’s Nanny State ticks all the boxes not just as a low alcohol
substitute, but as a healthier choice than most soft drink alternatives.

F / Beginning life in a potting shed in the village of Wylam in Northumberland in 2000,

the brews are now enjoyed across the length & breadth of the UK. Wylam Brewery
boasts 26 different types of beers, all with uniquely stylised packaging. Described as
a deconstructed dessert beer, Little Fluffy Clouds is a playful take on a reduced ABV
ale. Its name would be a risky strategy for some, but not for Wylam. Now based at the
Palace of Arts in Newcastle, the brewery runs a regular programme of gigs and events
that render its ‘artiness’ authentic.

“The response to Without has been
excellent and it is fantastic that
Tesco has not only recognised its
quality, but that it has also seen the
importance of this growing sector.
It’s certainly an exciting time for us
and the category as a whole.”
Steve Magnall, CEO, St Peter’s Brewery (B). (formerly Brewing Director at Greene King and MD at Thwaites).

ALCOHOL
REINVENTED
A / CELIA ORGANIC

B / MIGHTY SQUIRREL

NOLO
TAKE OUTS:
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C / SMIRNOFF SOURCED

A / Carlsberg’s organic, gluten-free beer from the Czech Republic was introduced to

the UK market in 2016. Celia has just 136 calories and is made using locally sourced
ingredients. The brand has a very passionate and engaged coeliac community which
it continues to nurture but it also strives to become the number one gluten free beer
for the growing population choosing gluten free out of choice rather than for
medical reasons.

B/

A start-up craft beer created by two tennis enthusiasts from Boston that claims to be
the low-calorie, high-protein, sports performance enhancing choice in the category.
Mighty Squirrel has always used the nutritional benefits of its beers as a point of
difference. Recently it has taken this a step further by incorporating ‘sport’ into its
packaging to emphasise its performance enhancing properties.

C/

A new expression of Smirnoff vodka that is infused with real fruit juice. Sourced
adopts a series of ‘natural’ visual cues, putting ‘gluten-free’, ‘real fruit juice’
(although from concentrate), and ‘naturally-fresh’ at the centre of its communications
to imply its health benefits. It is Smirnoff’s clear attempt to tap into the health market.

“Unique to most other beer brands, CELIA
is organic, vegan, craft and gluten-free. Consumers
are recognising that they need to be careful about
what they eat and drink and as a result, are making
conscious decisions to take better care of themselves.
Paired with the growth in demand for Craft beer,
CELIA offers consumers and trade a brand that
is reflective of modern lifestyles.”
Becky Sagoo, Brand Manager, CELIA, Carlsberg (A).
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The brands that are seeing the fastest growth have
greater ownership over the behaviours they influence
and inspire.

2

Adopting an unapologetic approach - whether
as a no, low, or traditional alcohol brand - is vital.
Be proud of the preceding habit, behaviour, attitude
you negate.

Many startup brands have succeeded at breaking
into the market with niche, and often unexpected,
differentiating offers.

4

The larger players have a harder job of communicating
new and authentic brand propositions as their heritage
may not align with the demands of today’s audiences.

Whilst No and Low are fast growing categories we are
still seeing strong innovation within the alcohol sector.
Success in one category does not rule out success in
the other.

6

There is an undeniable shift away from artisanal
aesthetics towards minimalist and medicinal visual
design cues. Brands entering the market now must
look ahead to what’s next.

RECENT
WORK:

Here’s a snapshot of some of our recent work this quarter.
The work includes brand identities, store environments
and in-store activation campaigns that create stand-out
and engagement at the moment of proof – where the brand
meets the consumer.

SHARING TRAY

SERVING TROLLEY

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT DESIGN

MEET CHIVAS COLLINS

M

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT DESIGN

Designed to motivate trial through experience and
emphasise the sharing natue of the brand, Missouri
designed a unique Collins trolley and sharing tray.

A true cocktail icon, The Collins is a classic serve from the 1820’s which,
like Chivas, has travelled from Mayfair to Manhattan and back again.
We developed a global strategic platform - Meet Chivas Collins designed to establish the Chivas Collins as a ‘contemporary classic’
signature cocktail, through memorable Collins moments across both
the on-and-off trade. Our Chivas Collins bridges the Atlantic, reliving
the golden era with a contemporary twist.
Inspired by the Anglo-American heritage Missouri developed a suite
of point of sale tools and activations designed to create awareness
through visibility, motivate trial through experience, and build advocacy
through education.

E

The visual aesthetic of the tray and trolley reflect
the Chivas values of Generosity and Brotherhood;
premium, sophisticated and stylish, yet embracing
technology and innovation.

T

The campaign culminated in ‘Meet Chivas Collins’,
an activation designed to engage drinkers to share
with their friends a memorable ‘Collins moment’.
Guests were guided through The Chivas Collins
serving ritual by our charismatic host; Mr. Collins. He
talks the group through making their own cocktail,
whilst educating them on the legacy of The Collins.

A

The very nature of the shared experience, and the
purpose-driven message of ‘Success is Better Shared’
make this an inherently shareable activation that
reflects the values of the brand in a memorable and
engaging way.

CLIENT:

CHIVAS

SHARING TRAY
Through deconstructing Chivas’ signature serve, The Chivas
Collins sharing tray both educates and creates an engaging
experience, whilst emphasising the generous and sharing nature
of the brand.
The Chivas Collins sharing tray is designed to deliver a very
specific drink serving ritual. Comprising of five circular spun brass
vessels, each containing an ingredient of The Chivas Collins, the
tray can be rotated allowing you to build your drink step-by-step.

CAMPAIGN

BACKGROUND
Our work for Asics covers campaigns across all channels - in store,
online and on-pack. In a cluttered marketplace, Asics needed to create
stand-out, encourage consumers to re-assess the brand and explore
its new product ranges.
For the launch of the new Asics Snake Pack we focused on the products’
features and materiality whilst tapping into the audience’s propensity
to be seen as risk takers, willing to confront danger in the name of their
personal image.

M
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CLIENT:

ASICS

A

In a busy marketplace we needed the design
to disrupt shoppers, playing on the fear factor
associated with snakes. The sensorial imagery
triggers a subconscious response from shoppers,
differentiating them from competitors whilst
communicating the super-premium positioning
of the range and the edgy nature of the release.
From animated digital banners and social media
assets through to bold and disruptive shop
windows and sneaker walls, we created a suite
of communications to engage shoppers and
encourage trade-up to the Asics super premium
GEL Lite III and GEL Lite V range.
Communicating the exclusivity of the range was
crucial to trigger action and a ‘must-have’ moment,
with a consistent call to action across in store,
online and on-pack ensuring our shoppers received
the right messages to trigger purchase across the
360°shopper journey.
Alongside the retail, digital and social campaign
we created a pre-launch VIP ‘seeding box’ for 60
social media influencers across Europe, providing
the right tools to create an ‘Instagram-able’ moment
to be shared and amplified across their own social
media channels.

TRAVEL RETAIL

RETAIL DESIGN + PRODUCT DESIGN

THE DECONSTRUCTED SERIES
Missouri have been working with Jameson since 2014 as their global below
the line agency of record. Our work spans the on-trade, the off-trade and
travel retail and includes global BTL communications toolkits for local
markets.
The Deconstructed Series, launched exclusively in duty free, defies all the
conventions of the whiskey category. Our challenge was to help shoppers,
in global travel retail, explore the range in a way that felt more relevant
to them – guided by their personal taste preferences rather than current
category conventions. We created product glorifiers, visual merchandising
systems and a suite of tasting activations that inspired, informed and
educated shoppers.
Bold, Lively and Round – a whiskey that truly lives up to its name.

OFF-TRADE

SAMPLING TRAY

M

We transported shoppers into the unique
and progressive world of the new Jameson
Deconstructed Series – a world of taste and flavour.

E

Encouraged exploration not through age and
process like many of the competitors but rather
through the shoppers own unique taste preferences.

T

We triggered purchase by highlighting Nose,
Taste and Finish; converting shoppers into buyers.

A

A beautiful and disruptive visual merchandising
system and sampling tray creates word of mouth
and more reasons to share with friends.

CLIENT:

JAMESON
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STUART WOOD, ONE OF OUR FOUNDING PARTNERS,
RECENTLY SPOKE AT RETAIL DESIGN EXPO 2017 ON THE
BENEFITS OF EXPERIENTIAL RETAIL. BELOW HE SHARES
SOME OF HIS TOP TIPS:

UNDERSTAND
THE OBJECTIVES

It might sound like obvious stuff but it is vital in understanding how
to design, implement and measure the results. Creating awareness,
building consideration, triggering purchase, developing advocacy?
All valid objectives, but identifying what you want to achieve is
fundamental to quantifying its success.

THE BEST EXPERIENCES
CONNECT THE DOTS

Building the emotional connection between the product or brand,
the audience and the context is crucial to creating relevant experiences
that educate, entertain or inspire the shopper. Understand the difference
between Doing the shopping vs going shopping...

DIGITAL NOT FOR
DIGITAL’S SAKE

When you own a hammer the whole world looks like a nail!
Consider carefully the use of technology – just because everyone’s talking
about it, it doesn’t always mean it’s the answer. But if you do, make it
seamless and make it relevant. And make sure it works.

THE POWER
OF THE SENSES

Never underestimate the power of the physical experience.
The touch, the smell and the simple beauty of the design can immerse
the shopper in your world. Just think of the experiential power of Aesop
skincare brand in retail – the tactility and visceral nature of the products
and the seductiveness of the space combine to deliver an experience that
customers keep coming back to.

SWEAT THE ASSET

6
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SOCIAL SHOPPING

JUSTIFYING THE COST
OF EXPERIENTIAL

Ask any retailer what their two largest costs are and you’ll hear
“Rent and Staff”. We believe we will see an increase in multiple use spaces,
at different times of day, across the retail landscape; book clubs in coffee
shops, yoga classes in gym-wear stores and bread making classes in
bakeries. You’ll engage the staff in something they already love and
inspire your customers with possibilities.

Shopping is a social activity and competes with any other leisure activity.
Consider what the visual or experiential mnemonic is. Make it shareable and
shoppers will share it. Never say “No photos here!”. Again, look at the staff –
in Missouri’s recent work with Snow+Rock we made the Instagram feeds of
the staff a vital ingredient in the content displayed in-store. They are already
actively engaged with your brand and can be the best advocates you have.

Look at the cost of not doing it. Recent reports say that engaged shoppers
spend up to 60% more per transaction and ¾ of shoppers are loyal to brands
that provide great experiences for their customers. The cost of not creating
contextually relevant, culturally connected experiences seems to us like an
opportunity missed.

INFINITE
EXPERIENCES

Sexyland just opened in Amsterdam
with the promise to host 365 opening night
parties per year.
Sexyland’s mission is to celebrate Amsterdam’s
cultural diversity through the variety of the events
it hosts: each night a new person is invited to curate
a different experience that fully transforms the club,
making it feel like a brand new venue.
Millennials and Gen Z’s preference for consuming
experiences has been discussed by marketers for
some time now, but Sexyland differs from other
clubs in that it takes a highly collaborative and
experimental approach to experience creation:
the club, which is owned by 365 people, outsources
event creation from co-owners / members to provide
infinite novelty.
Such an approach makes Sexyland a brilliant
example of what we call a ‘Chameleon Space’.
This refers to a new breed of venues that ceaselessly
mutate to give visitors brand new experiences
every time.

Find out more on our blog: missouri-creative.com/blog/

A calendar with events as diverse as opera
nights, dancehalls, art exhibits and ping-pong
tournaments is available on the website, and it is
continuously updated for both members and the
general public to keep track of what’s next.
Co-owners pay an annual fee that allows them
to use the venue for one day to host an open event
to their own taste; that same fee gives them free
access to all events organised by the other coowners; non-members can purchase one-week
membership packs for €2.50 to gain access to all
events for that week.

SHOW
ME
PARIS

OUR CREATIVE DIRECTOR, PHIL HEYS,
TOOK A DAY TRIP TO PARIS RECENTLY, WITH
NO AGENDA OTHER THAN SOME GLORIFIED
WINDOW SHOPPING TO SEE WHAT’S GOING
ON WITH OUR GALLIC NEIGHBOURS.

CITADIUM

PARIS EN UN JOUR

Phil took the early Eurostar armed with
a list from our resident Parisian socialite,
Philippine, a camera and a Paris-themed
playlist. Here are some highlights:

COLETTE

CITADIUM

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS
Maison Popeille / Specialists in preserved,
tinned fish, and punk wines.
Deyrolles / Has to be seen to be believed
taxidermist. www.deyrolle.com
Wine By One / Self serve wine bar using
credited swipe cards. www.winebyone.com

MERCI

First up Citadium, in the 9th arrondissement,
which is four floors dedicated to street wear and
sneakers. All the big guys are here, and there are
a few nice touches. The Converse sneaker tree,
a love letter to their all star high tops, Nike’s orange
compactus storage units, and Pull and Bears cut
away camper van, were the memorable bits of
furniture. Big surprises and wow moments were thin
on the ground though, and it’s a pretty mainstream
experience, showing how far streetwear has come
over the last few years.
Suggested music to browse Citadium with:
Fresh – Daft Punk.
Next up Colette. I had big expectations for this one,
usually one of the first places on the lips for retail
experience in Paris. It was a bit like shopping at the
Design Museum. Everything was laid out just so,
with assistants meticulously measuring the distance
between items to ensure each is given its respectful
breathing space. Every product had been perfectly
selected to be the coolest looking ‘whatever it was’
you could buy.

Find out more on our blog: missouri-creative.com/blog/

The security staff, however, looked like they’d all
overslept, mistakenly dressed in their Grandad’s
suit, and couldn’t find their shoes, so stuck on
a pair of shell toes!
Suggested music to browse Colette with:
Anything by Serge Gainsbourg (No idea what he’s
singing about, but it sounds really sexy and cool!).
Last in the battle of the departments stores was
Merci. Merci is located in the Haut-Marais district,
and was established by Bernard and MarieFrance Cohen. You walk in via what seems to be
a quiet, little bookstore, but pass down the book
lined corridor and it opens out a large open light
warehouse space. The central area had a blue
painted wall and was dressed like a swimming
pool and in the courtyard was an inflatable
flamingo sitting on a retro Fiat 500. Merci has a
super chilled, almost thrift store vibe, but with a
really well curated product range. The kind of stuff
that you don’t get in too many other stores, and it
felt like a great find.
Suggested music to browse Merci with:
Paris Match – The Style Council.
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WE ARE MISSOURI
MISSOURI IS A BRAND & RETAIL DESIGN CONSULTANCY.
FOR US, DESIGN HAS NEVER BEEN SOLELY ABOUT THE BUILDING
OF ENVIRONMENTS, THE CONSTRUCTION OF OBJECTS OR THE CREATION
OF GRAPHICS. WE SEE OURSELVES AS DESIGNERS OF BEHAVIOUR. WE HAVE
CREATED AN APPROACH THAT DELIVERS COMPELING EXPERIENCES FOR
CONSUMERS AND TANGIBLE BUSINESS RESULTS FOR OUR CLIENTS.
WHETHER ON-LINE, IN-STORE, ON-SHELF OR ON-PACK, WE UNDERSTAND
HOW, THROUGH MEMORABLE, EMOTIVE DESIGN AND COMMUNICATION,
BRANDS CAN CREATE IMPACT WHERE IT MATTERS MOST.
WITH A FULL-SERVICE APPROACH, FROM INSIGHT TO IMPLEMENTATION,
WE CREATE IDENTITIES AND VISUAL LANGUAGES, ENVIRONMENTS AND
ACTIVATION CAMPAIGNS, FOR BRANDS IN RETAIL AND RETAIL BRANDS.

Missouri Creative
7.02 The Tea Building
56 Shoreditch High Street
London, E1 6JJ
United Kingdom
M : +44 (0)207 749 2605

WWW.MISSOURI-CREATIVE.COM

